Etac Swift Mobile Tilt
Swift Mobile Tilt is the multifunctional
alternative that makes showering and
toileting more comfortable

The safe option – for both home-care and hospitals
Swift Mobile Tilt is designed to withstand tough challenges. The user can sit safely and comfortably
while the caregiver can easily manage the chair and provide good care. The adjustable back strap
and gently arched foot plates with heel straps adds that little extra for maximum comfort. Tilt
function is operated with a bar which runs throughout the push handle. The chair can be tilted
from any side which means that the caregiver always has easy access and enables her or him to
always have eye contact with the user.

Comfortable fabric backrest
The backrest upholstery can
be adjusted using velcro straps
for maximum comfort. The
upholstery can easily be removed
for cleaning.

Balanced angle adjustment
The seat unit can be angled from
+5 to -30 degrees. With a simple
adjustment the seat unit can be
angled from 0 to -35 degrees.

Ergonomic footrests
The footrests are gently
arched to provide stable and
comfortable support for the feet.
The outer edges of the footrests
are designed to protect the feet
from the castors.

Easy to adjust height
No tools are required for height
adjustment. The seat height can
be adjusted from 50 to 65 cm.
When the chair is set to a higher
position, the center of gravity
moves forward, which further
improves safety.

Environment
To facilitate recycling, the chair and its parts are easy to dismantle and sort.
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Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent (pH level 6–9),
or with a 70% disinfectant solution. Can be decontaminated at max.
85°C / 185ºF if so required.
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50 cmagent (pH level 6–9),
Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning
or with a 70% disinfectant solution. Can be decontaminated at max.
85°C / 185ºF if so required.
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Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent (pH level 6–9),
or with a 70% disinfectant solution. Can be decontaminated at max.
85°C / 185ºF if so required.

Description
Mobile shower- and toilet chair
Standard: Neckrest, backrest, armrest,
seat, legrests, footrests, heelstraps, and
4 brakable castors.
Mobile shower- and toilet chair,
with bucket holder
Mobile shower- and toilet chair,
with pan holder

Item no.
8020 9410

80209411
80209412

Material
Chassis: powder painted steel
Seat/Armrest: polypropylene/PP
Backrest: polyester/velcro/PA
Footrest: polypropene
Castors: polyamide/TPE, lockable, ball bearing
Gaspistons: lift capacity 130N

Weight
Weight: 19.7 kg / 43.43 Ibs
Max user weight: 135 kg / 297 lbs
Dimensions
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Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent (pH level 6–9),
or with a 70% disinfectant solution. Can be decontaminated at max.
85°C / 185ºF if so required.

The new Comfort Accessories:
Soft Comfort seats
Swift Mobile’s softest Comfort seats. The seats is
contoured for added security and comfort. Two
available versions with different sizes of the opening. Can be cleaned at temperatures up to 85°C.
Material: polyurethane.
Art nr. width 18 cm,
80209506
width 15 cm,
80209507

Swift Mobile/Clean Comfort Trunk support
The trunk support fixes the body in the chair so
that the user is supported in an upright position
and given a feeling of security. Material: polyester
(fabric), polyamide (Velcro) and polyethylene
(support) and can be cleaned at up to 60°C.
Art nr. Black
80209509

Swift Mobile, Armrest pads – pair
The pads provide a warm, soft base and support for the arms, while the front of the armrest is left free to allow a secure grip when
standing. The armrest pads are cleaned using
an alcohol wipe.
Art nr.
80209508

Swift Mobile, Comfort cover
A soft backrest with integrated armrest pads. The
Comfort cover provides warm, soft support while
the front of the armrest is left free to allow a secure
grip when standing. The cover is cleaned using an
alcohol wipe. Material: polyethylene.
80209455
Art nr.
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Chest harness belt
Adjustable in length. Attach to backrest.		
Always use together with positioning belt.
Material: Polyester
1 pc
80209442

Anti tip
Increases safety if the center of gravity is far
back, for example for leg amputee users.
Material: Aluminium
Inclusive attachment
80209439
Inclusive attachment
80209439

Cross bar
For safety and additional support.
Length: 60,5 cm
Material: Aluminium, polypropen och cellular
polyethylene.
1 pc
80303034

Leg- and calf support
Adjustable in angle.
Fits both left and right side.
Material: ABS-plastic
1 pc

Seat cover
When a complete seat is required. 		
Easy to clean.
Material: Foamed polyurethane
1 pc
80209434

Footrest for leg- and calf support
Adjustable in 6 positions. Fits on both left
and right side.
Material: Stainless steel, polypropene.
1 pc
80209443

Comfort seat
A comfortable, hygienic seat pad which
makes the recess opening a little smaller.
Easy to clean. Width recess opening: 7”.
Material: Foamed polyurethane.
1pc
80209433

Pan
Material: Polyamide.
Grey, 1 pair
Pan incl lid with handle
Grey, 1 pair
Lid with handle
Grey, 1 pair

Safety Strap
Adjustable in length.
Attachment with velcro straps.
Set
80209440

Armrest lock
Locks the armrest in down-folded position.
Material: Stainless steel.
Set
80209445

Armrest widening kit
Increases the space between the
armrests by 2½”.
Set
80209441

Armrest Hemiplegia
Fits both left and right side.
Material: Cellpolyetene, aluminium, 		
stainless steel, polystyrene.		
80209035
Set
Splash Guard
Fits into the recess opening
Material: Polyuretane.
1 pc

80209430

Soft Back Pad
Suitable for bathroom environments.
The soft back pad gives the user a warm,
soft and comfortable support.
Material: Polyeten
1 pc
80209448
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Adjust Swift Mobil Tilt with our range of accessories

80209437

80209254
80209255
80209256

Attachment pan- and bucket holder
For pan- and bucket holder. 			
To be mounted beneath the seat.			
Material: Polyamide.
Grey, set
80209435
Pan holder
Fits both Swift Mobil pans and other pans
with thin edges. Order attachment to pan
holder separatly. Material: Polypropene.
Grey, 1 pair
80209257
Bucket holder
Fits buckets and pans with a thick rim.		
Order attachment to bucket holder separatly.
Material: Polypropene.
Grey, 1 pair
80209258

Attachment for low mounting of 		
pan/bucket
Material: Polypropene.		
Grey, set of four
80209259		
		
Tilter
For easy and safe transfer over thresholds and
other obstacles.		
Set
80209449

Leg support
Leg support with folding/
angle-adjustable foot support
Set
80209446

